
Hammersmith Amateur Regatta - wash up meeting 2017 - minutes 
2 May 2017 
Attendees:, Julie Watson (JW), Alan Saunders (AS), Nick Wylie (NW), Charlie Pretzlik (CP), 
Kate Rennoldson (KR), Richard Moseley (RM), Mark Lavender (ML), Veronika Vočková (VV), 
Mike de Paoli (MdP) 
Apologies: Jimmy Pigden (JP), Stephen Aitken (SA), Tim Koch (TK) 
 

Chairman of the race committee report 

 Regatta went well overall. All umpires turned up in plenty of time. There were 4 
launches instead of the 5 I thought but this caused no problem with the umpires all 
were happy to do as requested. 

 The food and drinks were great, please may we have the same next year. As per usual 
all liked the food and availability of tea and coffee as needed. 

 The report from the TRUC representative was fine. On the whole they seemed happy. 
The only real comment was I forgot to remove Nick from the Race committee as he is 
no longer an umpire! 

 There were no Masters races therefore the handicap was not needed but we should 
still keep in mind. 

 Decent hooter was needed on the finish. We forgot to bring it – fine in the morning 
and early afternoon as Richard Phelps lent us his loud hailer that worked well – not so 
good later on when we had to use the siren on one of the usual loud hailers. 

Issues / suggestions 
1) Circulation pattern – Still issues with returning crews crossing under Hammersmith 

Bridge in the afternoon with low water rather than coming up beyond the bridge and 
then crossing. I am sure they were told and we asked the tin fish marshal on the 
finish to re-iterate this. 

2) Late comers to the start. We are usually nice to late comers as it is the first regatta of 
the season and near the end of the day there may be issues with doubling up. My 
suggestion is that we say if they are more that 15mins late we start without them 
This would be said to committee, umpires and start only and NOT said to 
competitors. We could also try pairing up boats if they are from Hammersmith – but 
this would not work if they are boating from their own boat houses. 
This was suggested last year, but we half tried it and maybe should be a bit more 
assertive with it going forward. 

3) Richard Moseley and Kate kindly ensured the umpires draw reflected which stations 
are on which sides depending on whether the tide is incoming or out going. Thank 
you. 

4) Radio Traffic – Fine. It did not seem to worry anyone that we were recording all radio 
talk. The radio people will keep the recording on USB until we say they can delete. It 
was suggested that this happened after the wash up if all was OK and we had no 
queries etc. 



5) Keeping the juniors on the water and going up for the next round seemed to work 
well. It was suggested that we try that for the seniors as well especially if there are 
only 4 crews in the event. 

6) London Oratory: Phone call from their coach – complaints re: umpiring (2) and 
Instructions to competitors - Still awaiting an e-mail. 

 
Recording: suggest keeping until six weeks after the regatta in case of a follow up by the 
London Oratory coach.  

 

Safety Advisor’s report 

Date: 22nd April 2017 

Approvals: 
Application had been sent to PLA and application granted by SEL (Standard Events Letter) 
from the PLA 
There was recommendation from the PLA to include a statement about rowers not 
wearing life jackets in the Risk Assessment and a statement about grounding in the 
Instructions to Competitors. This was done 

Safety: 
2 safety launches were provided by New Cross Sub Aqua club. Although they had to 
subcontract one of the launches to Rowsafe as there was a problem with staffing at NCSA. 
One ambulance and crew was supplied by Tactical Medical UK. These were new to the 
regatta and were engaged as the traditional company Southern Regional Ambulance Ltd 
could not be contacted. 
There were no incidents for the medical team to deal with. 

Tides:  There was 1 tide change at 11:40 (Low water 19:25) 
  Racing upstream on Flood until 11:15 
  Racing downstream from 12:05 till 18:30 
The racing timetable worked well with the tides and the last race finished 2 minutes early 
just as the low water was beginning to become very ‘slack’. 

Conditions: 
Whether conditions were dry were cold in the morning and mainly overcast. The 
afternoon was relatively sunny. 
In the morning water conditions on the flood became a little ‘choppy’ around the Harrods 
reach but just rowable by novice scullers. 
Conditions in the afternoon on the ebb were almost perfect albeit slightly rough just after 
high tide. 



Other River Users: 
There was very little river traffic and the regatta was not help up to any great extent 
because of this. 

Incident: 
There was one incident that was of no fault of the regatta but of bad steering by one of 
the crews:  
A report by the Umpire follows: 

Incident Report 
By: Martin Levy (Umpire) 
 
Race No: 45 
Time: 12.41 
Event:  J14 8x 
Middx: London Oratory School A (LOS) 
Surrey: Kings College School, Wimbledon B (KCS) 
Coditions: 
45 minutes after high water 
Moderate upstream wind 
Water slightly rough 
 
Before starting the race I requested and was given clearance from the Downstream 
Spotter. 
London Oratory had established a considerable lead by the halfway point. The crews 
were well on their respective stations with KCS over towards Surrey and LOS slightly to 
port of the centre of the river as the crews passed St Paul’s boathouse. 
At that time I saw the class V vessel ‘Connaught’ coming upstream towards 
Hammersmith Bridge. At that time LOS were lined up to pass port to port. 
As the situation developed LOS moved further towards the Middlesex side, so I warned 
them. 
There was no reaction from their cox. 
I then instructed my launch driver to accelerate and move closer to them and 
continued to warn them to move to starboard. Again there was no reaction from their 
cox. I continued to warn them. At that point the LOS cox saw the Connaught 
approaching and decided to go to the Middlesex side of them. 
Fortunately, the skipper of the Connaught saw what was happening and slowed down 
thankfully avoiding a collision.  
Afterwards I apologized to the skipper for what had happened. 
I spoke to the cox of the LOS crew and told him that he should always pass to the 
starboard of boats approaching head on. I also told the stroke that he must tell the cox 
when he is being warned by the Umpire. 

This incident has been reported to British Rowing and we are told by the BR Thames 
Region Safety Advisor that London Oratory will be contacted by him regarding the issue. 

Conclusion: 



Generally, apart from the one incident above, a safe and successful regatta. 
Nick Wylie. HAR Safety Advisor. 23/04/2017 

 

Treasurer’s report 

We are still waiting for payment of entries from British Rowing (Tuesday 2 May) 
Bills have not yet been paid 
Alan to liaise with Kate to get bank details from crews requiring refunds. 
Scottish Widows account - £8k in the account – MAG, Martin Gill, Chris Davidson and Nick 
Wylie are all signatories 

 

Secretary’s report 

Overall, the regatta seems to have gone well, with enough volunteers. 
AS, JP, ML and KR set up on Friday afternoon. It was helpful to have everything ready to 
go before the morning of the regatta. 
We have had one piece of formal feedback from Diana Little from Guildford (received 26 
April) 
 although the intentions were good for keeping the J15 and below ages on the water 

between heats and finals, this was not made clear in the instructions, merely that 
"the turnaround between rounds fairly tight".  To do this with one heat and final is 
just about acceptable; but two heats and a final is too long on the water.  This 
happened to two of our crews (three laps; no break).   

 we had one crew (J15 4x+ Turner) that was on the water continuously for 
approaching three hours with no break.  They were allowed to come to the landing 
stage to get water between the semi and the final; their opposition in the final had 
been allowed to land/go to the loo/get food and water etc. 

 three of the above crew were in a single and a double straight after the final so 
barely had any time to land/sort themselves out and return to the water.  Our J16 
1x Casemore was then chased down to the start by a marshal who told him that if 
he was late he would be disqualified.  He then had to turn and start straightaway - 
having had about 10 minutes break from three hours on the water. 

 the marshalling for the return to the pontoon after the race (falling tide) did not 
alert our WJ14 quad that the water had dropped between the inside Surrey arch of 
the bridge.  She had passed this way after the heat, had been sent straight back 
down to the start for the final.  A WJ14 would not have have the wherewithal to 
judge that the water had fallen between heat and final.  This was a judgment call 
that should have been made by the marshall.  The quad grounded breaking the 
rudder and causing considerable damage to the hull (it will have to be sent for 
repair). 

 Apologies for causing confusion about the Claire's Court crew being late for the J15 
final. 

 



Draw and entries 
We had another strong entry. With four launches, we were not able to run events that 
were straight finals. We accepted 145 entries and rejected 38. With four launches, we 
should have limited ourselves to five minute intervals between races. On agreement with 
AW, I added an extra race each hour. With several scratched crews, the regatta remained 
on schedule, finishing early. 
Broadly, the timetable seemed to have few issues except for a challenge when one crew 
thought their opposition was late, so came in rather than returning to the start. This 
caused a knock on effect for all of the crews concerned due to doubling up, but they did 
all manage to get to their races. 
Things to consider for 2018: 

 Constraining junior events to the ebb tide seemed to be successful and we should 
look to do the same again 

 Grouping events broadly worked well, meaning less hanging about for competitors 
and fewer gaps for being late. A longer gap should be allowed if there are more 
than two rounds. 

 We will have more flexibility under the new competition framework to set the size 
of events and we may want to consider what the optimum size of an event is. 

The committee discussed the comments from Guildford RC.  
 KR to respond, thanking the coach for her comments, but reminding her that 

steering remains the responsibility of the steer; and doubling up remains the risk 
of the competitor. 

 

Any other business 

 Launches – remains an issue 
 Food about the right quantity. JW suggested that we get some regular plastic bags 

to group up launch drivers’ lunches 

 


